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Autumn is a particularly exciting 
 time for the fly fishermen, for 

this is the time trout are driven by an 
almost insatiable hunger to feast in 
order to fortify their bodies against the 
scarcity of winter food.

The goal of the fly fisherman is to 
catch trout through skillful deception. 
The adept fisherman studies trout 
behavior, weather, the water current, 
and the types of insects trout eat 
and when those insects hatch. He 
will often craft by hand the lures he 
uses. He knows these artificial insects 
embedded with tiny hooks need to be 
a perfect deception because the trout 
will identify even the slightest flaw 
and reject the fly.

What a thrill it is to watch a trout 
break the surface of the water, inhale 
the fly, and resist until it is finally 
exhausted and reeled in. The test is 
the pitting of the fisherman’s knowl-
edge and skill against the noble trout.

The use of artificial lures to fool 
and catch a fish is an example of the 
way Lucifer often tempts, deceives, 
and tries to ensnare us.

Like the fly fisherman who 
knows that trout are driven by hun-
ger, Lucifer knows our “hunger,” or 
weaknesses, and tempts us with 
counterfeit lures which, if taken, 
can cause us to be yanked from the 
stream of life into his unmerciful 
influence. And unlike a fly fisher-
man who catches and releases the 
fish unharmed back into the water, 
Lucifer will not voluntarily let go. His 
goal is to make his victims as misera-
ble as he is.

One of the main methods he uses 
against us is his ability to lie and 
deceive to convince us that evil is 
good and good is evil. Right from 
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the very beginning in the great 
Council in Heaven, Satan “sought to 
destroy the agency of man, which 
I, the Lord God, had given him” 
(Moses 4:3).

The battle over man’s God-given 
agency continues today. Satan and his 
minions have their lures all around us, 
hoping that we will falter and take his 
flies so he can reel us in with counter-
feit means.

Brothers and sisters, may we all be 
aware of the artificial flies being pre-
sented to us by the counterfeit fisher 

of men, Lucifer. May we have 
the wisdom and spiritual insight 

to discern and refuse his 
many dangerous offerings.

And for those of you 
who have fallen 

prey to any 
kind of addic-

tion, there is hope because God 
loves all of His children and because 
the Atonement of the Lord Jesus 
Christ makes all things possible. ◼
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